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SERVICE BRIEF 

Aerospike Managed Cloud Services 

Overview 

Aerospike Managed Cloud Services makes it easy for enterprises of all sizes to 

plan, deploy and manage cloud-based implementations of the Aerospike 

database. Delivered by experts with a deep understanding of the Aerospike 

database, these services are designed to reduce the time and staff resources 

associated with deploying and managing a cloud-based Aerospike 

implementation. With these services, customers need only license their Aerospike 

database and leave the rest to our team of experts. 

Highlights 

Fully Managed configuration and deployment. 

Our team of experts do all the heavy lifting for 

configuring and deploying your Aerospike 

database. 

24/7 Monitoring, alerts and proactive 

escalations. Don’t worry, we have you covered, 

carefully monitoring your Aerospike database 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our experts will 

proactively handle any Aerospike issues 

leveraging our cloud-based NOC.   

Ongoing, white glove support.  

Here at Aerospike we understand database 

needs are constantly evolving.  Our Managed 

Cloud Services team is standing by to engage 

with you on growth strategies, on-going 

support, and new needs as they arise. 

SIMPLIFY & ACCELERATE YOUR AEROSPIKE CLOUD DEPLOYMENT 

Services Features 

Plan Development 

• Analyze the data requirements for your applications

• Create a capacity plan to right size your clusters

• Build a data model for your specific use cases and application requirements

• Design a security architecture that ensures your data is protected at all times

and under all circumstances

• Develop a joint on-boarding and launch project plan

Deploy Database Infrastructure 

• Provision and configure Aerospike clusters

• Migrate data according to your use case requirements

• Test database to insure sizing and performance match your specifications

• Instrument and test active alerting that is on 24/7

• Build monitoring dashboards and utilization reports for our NOC teams

Manage the Database Platform 

• Tune production clusters to maximize performance for your application

needs

• Monitor database platform 24/7 and remediate any issues according to SLA

• Manage backups according to your requirements

• Run book procedures designed to meet your business continuity needs and

SLA requirements

• Conduct periodic health checks with your team to ensure the platform

continues to perform as required

• Handle inbound service requests in a timely manner to insure system

performance

• Implement upgrades to the database platform to meet business needs

Aerospike Managed Cloud Services 

Aerospike enterprises overcome seemingly impossible data bottlenecks to compete and win with a fraction of the infrastructure complexity and cost of legacy 
NoSQL databases. Aerospike’s patented Hybrid Memory Architecture™ delivers an unbreakable competitive advantage by unlocking the full potential of modern 
hardware, delivering previously unimaginable value from vast amounts of data at the edge, to the core and in the cloud. Aerospike empowers customers to instantly 
fight fraud; dramatically increase shopping cart size; deploy global digital payment networks; and deliver instant, one-to-one personalization for millions of 
customers. Aerospike customers include Airtel, Banca d’Italia, Nielsen, PayPal, Snap, Verizon Media and Wayfair. The company is headquartered in Mountain View, 
Calif., with additional locations in London; Bengaluru, India; and Tel Aviv, Israel.


